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At last we played  - Week 6 
The clouds moved away (probably to New Zealand) - the sun came out, the 

diamonds almost dried out, the first pitches were thrown. 
Therefore………….. 

History—all three teams won –AWESOME! Here’s the scoop! 

 

F grade V Quakers Hill Castaways. 

BM 11 – QHC 10 
F grade welcomed some new additions to the team and all the boys fit in to the team great. We also welcomed 

back some old time members to the club playing for Quakers Hill. Game played in great spirit  

Well it was a long time between games and some rustiness came through in the first innings allowing Quakers 

Hill to score 3 runs on a couple of errors.  

Blue Mountains quickly hit back with 2 runs of their own. From their LJ settled into a rhythm and didn't allow 

any more runs through 3 innings. Kurt also pitched 2 innings (only allowed 2 now GRRRR) with no runs 

scored. The bats were consistent and built up a 9-3 lead.  

15 minutes to play. KURT can't pitch and LJ has left  

Ohhhh dear, Adam brings himself on. Throws rubbish, a few walks, 3 errors and all of a sudden we are down 

10-9. Oops, no more pitching for the skipper this year!!!!  

Then bottom of the inning, Chris gets a hit, Jackson gets a hit and Craig gets a hit. Bases loaded 2 out, Adam 

comes up wanting to smash one into the outfield. On the 2nd pitch hit by pitch walk off game over. Anti cli-

max, but will take the win. 

ots of ups and downs in the game. Well done to all , never panicked (yeah right). Highlight was throw that was 

a rocket from center field by new boy Jackson to gun down runner at home. Even with helpful call from Dan 

Buckley. 

Thanks to Dan and Kurt (Scheinflug) for umpiring. Much appreciated  

Grand Final rematch this week vs Kellyville @ Kellyville late. 

 

G3 WEST 

BM 12 — CStC 10. 
At the time of publishing our ever bubbly reporter Phil is chin deep in OH&S troubles at work so could not file 

his unique fictional work about his pitching stand. 

But  - G3WEST are undefeated this season—what a difference a year makes. 

This weekend they travel to the tropical paradise of Chapman Gardens to play Mackillop in an early game.  

Keep up the streak boys – and don’t doze off in the third (that’s F grade tradition). 
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So to the humblest grade of all—H grade West. 
This year two of our players have taken on the task of Cub Reporters of H grade to the stars. 

Take is away John Huston and Mike Brogan. 

 

Ok ! Mike has put prose to paper ..!  

It began with Julie's clean hit at the top of the first. Something about that start suggested things were starting to 

click for H grade. John was up next. After the first pitch he faced it went into orbit, it was clear that Huston did 

not have a problem. From there the entire team hit and hit and hit. Big-ups to Pete, Rod  and Clarky who tuned 

their radar in and cracked some screamers. Bases were made and stolen faster than hotdogs are scoffed at Lo-

matia. After the side was retired for hitting the innings run limit (7) it was the time for the fielding unit to turn 

it on. Jobbo's three strikes, three up, three down had St Mary's heads' spinning, and the batathon continued un-

til  Steve ordered   

‘Gentleman’s rules’ of no base stealing and of course... he stole a base the first chance he got...!  Also, great 

work by Steve in putting in a ‘standing’ slide to home where he  flattened the St Mary’s catcher – all 32kg of 

him ... . Beachy was at his brilliant best in the field though not far behind was Julie who made clean plays from 

Second. Overall the team enjoyed a hot and sunny afternoon of blissful baseball. Great win by H grade with the 

final score of 18-5 revised to 14-5 after St Mary's took 30mins to get Good game all.  

 

Editors notes—I only stole 1 base  2nd to 3rd (so I vagued out), I got there on a two bagger. 

Jobbo ordered the no steal rule. PS I am 63 and the catcher is 16 –isn’t is meant to be the other way around? 

Editor always has last say !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

H WEST are at Lomatia this Saturday at 2pm! 

 

In other news this week…. 
Speaking of reporters—sad news this week. 

Scotty Hansen (email address recorded) is leaving not only our club but leaving the Mountains. 

He is moving up to Coffs Harbour because of work. Our loss as he has been a stalwart of this Club since Noah 

signed him up before the beginning of time. 

A true club Legend—he goes as a Premiership winning Baseball Team and Captaining a premiership winning 

Softball team!!! 
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The AGM came and went. 
Thank you to all who came and showed there support for the Clubs Annual General Meeting. 

A special mention to Peter Scheinflug for being our Returning Officer again this year. 

 

Is was our highest attendance in many, many years at  an AGM. Encouraging indeed. 

 

Retiring from the bench this year were Barbara Povic from Softball Registrar (17 years with the club) and   

Lauren Jones from Secretary (7 years with the Club). 

Barb’s kids have all grown up but she will be Kesha’s right hand this year. 

Lauren is having another baby and may be a little distracted later in the year. 

Thank you ladies, everything you have done was noted and appreciated. 

 

So who were the suckers this year????????????????????? 

 

Returning for a third term  as President of the BMB&SC is Wil Maartensz. 

 

Returning for 8th term as Treasurer is myself (still haven’t siphoned enough cash to move to the Maldives!) 

 

New to the role of Secretary (up one place from BB Registrar) is a very brave David Brodie. 

Suddenly you need to worry about Softball as well. 

 

Also returning as Vice President Baseball is Chris Jones (good luck with BBNSW). 

 

In the spirit of bringing new blood the Baseball Registrar this year is Kurt Scheinflug. 

 

After a stellar first year in the position Trent Atkins come back as VP Softball. 

 

Keeping the family vibe going, Kesha Atkins has taken on the role of Softball Registrar. 

There’s a glutton for punishment!  

 

Congratulations to all and welcome to insanity!!!!!!!!!! 

 

 

My quote of the week comes from Bill Bryson (One America reporter) 

This ones for Holly! 

 

“Even with the benefit of steroids most modern players still couldn’t hit as many home runs as Babe Ruth hit 

on Hot Dogs! 

 

 

Wait—WAIT  - there’s a late email \OMG it’s Dave the sub reporter! 

 

Lismore Masters weekend 18 - 20 th Sept.  http://www.visitlismore.com.au/lismore-workers-masters-games/

p/349   
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G3 WEST—the real story. 
With Phil 'Showbags' Cooper unable to submit the match report I'll have to step up to the plate so to speak. 

With 3 weeks and no game the boys of G3 were keen as mustard on a hot dog. The field looked fantastic after 

the big effort from the volunteers on Friday night cutting the grass with hand mowers. 

With the addition of new members to the G grade team our pre game included presenting jerseys to Phil S, 

Ross and as well as welcoming the Clubman of the year back into the team.    

Mark started with a great first outing on the mound. He quickly slipped into his good form of last year and held 

Colyton scoreless in the first two digs.  

After last year being winless we needed to focus on our offence. The team has certainly started better this year 

with the bat and the new G graders answering the call. The first batting dig enforcing a side away with a mercy 

7 runs. Couldn't ask for a better start, seems the line-up is working well and everyone now knows the signs for 

stealing.  

The 2nd at bat earned us another 5 runs including Brett stealing home to make it 10 nil. Being gentlemen that 

follow the baseball code of unwritten rules we are stop stealing bags. We go into the 3rd inning 12 zip .  

Mark held them to 3 runs in the third inning and  the bottom of our batting order couldn't answer back with any 

runs, struggling to connect. The back end of the game was a very different game. Seems as though there was a 

shift in the momentum with the pitching change from both sides with Phil taking the mound for most of the 

4th dig and  Owen reliving to get the final out to close the inning out.. Colyton put a 7 run mercy on us. We go 

into the forth batting dig with time running out but the advantage having last at bat.  

With 12 minutes of game time and Royals ahead on the score board we knew all we had to do was take our 

time at the plate. Fortunately we were back at the top of the order however Colyton had an ace up there sleeve. 

Similar to Kurt in F grade they had a pitcher who was restricted to one inning only. This bloke started firing 

bullets that had vapour trails. 3 up 3 down for the final at bat. Wil calls time and game and I start breathing 

again  

We learnt a lot from this game. Especially with the inclusion of restricted batters now. Some interesting discus-

sion by the boys after the game. Pretty sure we’re not going to be “gentlemen” and ease up on stealing until 

they’ve played their restricted pitcher.  
P.S. 

Phils new nickname comes courtesy of his mates on the radio that read out our scores on the 100.7 . If 
you want to know what Showbags means look it up on Urban Dictionary.  

 
AHHHHHH –all is at peace. 

 
Good luck and good night. 


